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Summary

When measuring a range of genomic, epigenomic and transcriptomic variables for the same tissue
sample, an integrative approach to analysis can strengthen inference and lead to new insights.
This is also the case when clustering patient samples, and several integrative cluster procedures
have been proposed. Common for these methodologies is the restriction to a joint cluster struc-
ture, equal in all data layers. We instead present a clustering extension of the JIVE algorithm
(Lock and others, 2013), Joint and Individual Clustering (JIC), enabling the construction of both
joint and data type-specific clusters simultaneously. The procedure builds on the connection be-
tween k-means clustering and principal component analysis, and hence, the number of clusters
can be determined by the number of relevant principal components. The proposed procedure is
compared to iCluster, a method restricted to only joint clusters, and simulations show that JIC
is advantageous when both individual and joint clusters are present. The procedure is illustrated
using gene expression and miRNA levels measured in breast cancer tissue from the The Cancer
Genome Atlas (TCGA). The analysis suggests a division into three joint clusters common for
both data types and two expression-specific clusters.

Key words: Breast cancer; Clustering; Integrative genomics; Latent variable estimation; Singular value

decomposition.

1. Introduction

The rapid development in genomic technologies has enabled the measurement of a range of
genomic, epigenomic and transcriptomic data layers or data types. This increases the need for
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integrative procedures that can handle several data types simultaneously. When studying diseases
building on molecular processes, one needs to consider the interplay between the genomic layers
to fully understand the phenotypic traits, and one should attempt to integrate different data
types in a single joint analysis. As the information content is higher in an integrative framework
compared to individual analyses, it is possible to gain statistical power to detect relevant signals.
An integrative approach is particularly relevant for unsupervised clustering in genetically driven
diseases such as cancer, where the aim of clustering is to discover novel disease subtypes to aid
the understanding of survival and mortality risk differences.

The aim of integrative clustering is to identify a set of joint clusters for the considered data
sources. Currently, there are several proposed methodologies spanning different directions; joint
latent variable modeling, such as the iCluster method (Shen and others, 2009, 2013), non-negative
matrix factorization (Zhang and others, 2012), Gaussian mixture-models (Kormaksson and oth-
ers, 2012) and several Bayesian approaches (Kirk and others, 2012; Lock and Dunson, 2013; Ray
and others, 2014). An overview of these different directions is given by Chalise and others (2014).

Common for these methodologies is the aim of finding a joint cluster structure, which is equal
in all data layers. However, when trying to identify clusters in highly heterogeneous genomic
data, some cluster structures are typically not shared between all the data layers. If there are
clear clusters present in some of the data types, but not in others, these can confound or obscure
the joint clusters shared by all data types. Data type-specific cluster structures could be caused
by (uninteresting) technical or measurement-related issues, affecting only a single data type. But
there could also exist disease-related patient clusters, that are independent of the joint clusters
and still relevant for treatment and disease-understanding.

Currently, several approaches to decompose multisource data into common and data type-
specific components are being developed (Lock and others, 2013; Schouteden and others, 2013;
Löfstedt and others, 2013). Our aim is to take into account the presence of data type-specific
clusters together with the joint clusters by utilizing such a decomposition technique. We present
a clustering procedure based on the Joint and Individual Variance Explained (JIVE) algorithm
(Lock and others, 2013), where common and data type-specific structures are assumed additive
and orthogonal. In our extension, termed Joint and Individual Clustering (JIC), the joint and
data type-specific cluster structures are estimated simultaneously. Our proposed procedure is
connected to the iCluster methodology, and these methods are compared in different simulation
settings. Lastly, JIC will be used to find joint and data type-specific clusters in breast cancer
tissue samples.

2. Integrative clustering

In integrative clustering, the aim is to cluster observations using several data types. LetX1, . . . , XM

be M different genome-scale data types (typically expression, copy number variation, methyla-
tion) or genome-related data types (such as miRNA, proteins, transcription factors) that are all
measured on the same n patients, indexed j = 1, . . . , n. For m = 1, . . . ,M , each Xm is a pm × n
data matrix with pm variables, indexed by i = 1, . . . , pm. The data types can be highly hetero-
geneous with respect to scale, unit or variation. The M data matrices can be combined into a
single concatenated matrix

X =

X1

...
XM

 ,
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of dimension p × n where p = p1 + · · · + pM . A scaled version of the concatenated matrix can
be constructed by first scaling each data matrix Xm by the Frobenius norm, ‖Xm‖F , (Lock and
others, 2013).

2.1 Clustering and dimension reduction

We extend the JIVE algorithm (Lock and others, 2013) to accommodate clustering by utilizing
the connection between k-means clustering and principal component analysis (PCA). The basic
k-means clustering procedure finds an optimal division of the observations into K groups by min-
imizing the distance between each observation and the group centroid. To simplify the procedure
of k-means, PCA has been used as an initial step to reduce the dimension of the data matrix. This
two-step procedure clusters the principal component scores of the most informative components,
but has been criticized in the statistics literature (Arabie and Hubert, 1996; Chang, 1983) due
to the lack of a formal connection between the number of chosen components and number of
clusters.

However, in the field of machine learning, Zha and others (2001) and Ding and He (2004)
have shown that the principal components are in fact the continuous solution to the k-means
optimization problem. The principal component scores will therefore correspond to a continuous
version of the discrete cluster indicator vectors. Specifically, if the k-means clustering solution for
K clusters is denoted by a matrix of K − 1 indicator vectors Z̃ = [z̃1, . . . , z̃K−1]T and

z̃Tk = n
−1/2
k [0, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸

nk

, 0, . . . , 0],

where nk is the number of observations in each cluster, the K − 1 first principal component
score vectors will be the continuous solution minimizing the k-means objective function (Ding
and He, 2004, Theorem 3.1). Therefore, k-means clustering into K groups can be solved in two
steps: first find the K − 1 (standardized) principal component scores, and then reconstruct the
discrete cluster assignments from the continuous scores, for instance with k-means clustering. For
high-dimensional data, the initial dimension reduction step greatly increases the efficiency of the
clustering step, as the dimension of the n observations is reduced from p to K − 1.

2.2 The iCluster method

The iCluster method (Shen and others, 2009, 2013) utilizes this connection, but incorporates
Gaussian latent variable modeling to obtain an integrative procedure. In latent variable modeling,
the data matrix Xm is given as

Xm = WmZ + εm, εm ∼ N(0,Σ),

where Wm is a p× (K − 1) loading coefficient matrix, Z is the latent variable matrix and εm is
a set of independently distributed errors. Tipping and Bishop (1999) connected Gaussian latent
variable models and PCA by showing that, for homogeneous errors Σ = σ2Ipm

, the maximum
likelihood estimates of the loading coefficient matrix yields a solution equivalent to PCA. The
iCluster method assumes the clusters, represented by the latent variable matrix Z, to be common
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for all data types

X1 = W1Z + ε1,

...

XM = WMZ + εM ,

and allows for heterogeneous noise terms, εm ∼ N(0,Σm),Σm = diag(σ2
1 , . . . , σ

2
pm

). The param-
eter estimates are obtained by maximum likelihood estimation using the EM algorithm, where
sparse loading matrices can enforced by penalizing the data log-likelihood. After convergence
of the EM algorithm, the rows of ZT are clustered by the k-means algorithm to obtain the
group membership of each observation, such that the latent variable, Z, corresponds to a clus-
ter indicator matrix shared between all data types. This approach to integration is also used in
simultaneous component analysis (Deun and others, 2009, 2011).

2.3 Joint and Individual Clustering (JIC)

Our proposed procedure, Joint and Individual Clustering (JIC), utilizes the connection between
k-means clustering and PCA within the JIVE algorithm (Lock and others, 2013), where PCA
(or the singular value decomposition) is used to decompose the concatenated data matrix into
orthogonal joint and individual matrices. In JIC, the resulting shared and the data type-specific
principal component scores are both used to obtain joint and data type-specific clusters in a finale
k-means step.

In the latent variable formulation, JIC assumes the data matrices to be given by common
clusters Z and data type-specific clusters Z1, . . . , ZM

X1 = W1Z + V1Z1 + ε1,

...

XM = WMZ + VMZM + εM ,

where εm ∼ N(0, σ2
mI),m = 1, . . . ,M and the pm × (K − 1) joint loading matrices form a

p× (K − 1) concatenated matrix W = [W1, . . . ,WM ]T .
The JIVE algorithm constructs the same decomposition by minimizing the reconstruction

error
M∑

m=1

‖Xm −WmZ − VmZm‖2,

while assuming each Zm to be orthogonal to Z, ZZT
m = 0(K−1)×(Km−1) for m = 1, . . . ,M to

ensure a unique solution (Lock and others, 2013, Supplementary material). When the ranks of
WZ and VmZm, r and rm for m = 1, . . .M , are given, JIVE decomposes the concatenated matrix
by iteratively estimating the joint structures with the individual structures fixed and vice versa,
until a suitable convergence criterion is reached. The Joint and Individual Clustering is then
given by the following two-step procedure:

1. Estimate the joint and individual matrices, WZ and VmZm using the JIVE algorithm.
Initialize XJOINT = X, repeat the following steps until convergence,

• set WZ to be the r rank singular value decomposition of XJOINT,
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• for m = 1, . . .M , set XINDIVID
m = Xm −WmZ, set VmZm to be the rm rank singular

value decomposition of XINDIVID
m (I − ZZT ),

• form the concatenated matrix of XJOINT = [X1 − V1Z1, . . . , XM − V T
MZM ]T .

After convergence, Z is given by the r first right singular vectors of XJOINT and Zm is
given by the rm first right singular vectors of XINDIVID

m for m = 1, . . . ,M .

2. Cluster the rows of ZT into r + 1 groups and the rows of ZT
m into rm + 1 groups for

m = 1, . . . ,M using k-means clustering.

Both JIC and iCluster estimate the continuous representations of the cluster assignment vectors,
but they differ in terms of the assumed noise structure. iCluster allows the variance of the noise
in each variable to be different, while the JIVE algorithm, and thereby JIC, is restricted to equal
variances to ensure identifiability of the joint and individual components via the singular value
decomposition.

2.4 Procedure for selection of the number of clusters

With the connection K = r+ 1 (Ding and He, 2004), it is possible to utilize selection procedures
for the number of clusters to select the rank of the latent structures. The configuration of the
numbers of clusters K,K1, . . . ,Km gives the ranks r, r1, . . . , rm, used in the JIVE decomposition.
A requirement is, however, that the selection procedure is able to assess whether no clusters are
present, i.e. K = 1 and r = 0.

Generally, there is no optimal procedure for selecting the number of clusters, but the classical
approach for k-means clustering (Kaufman, 2009) is to evaluate the cluster separation, for instance
measured by the Calinski-Harabasz criterion, Dunn criterion or C-index. The cluster separation
is calculated for a range of different values of K and the K with the best value is chosen. This
approach could also be used over a grid of values for K and K1, . . . ,Km, but the number of
possible combinations grows exponentially in M . If M = 2 and K, K1 and K2 range from 1 to
10, there are 103 different combinations to compare, and the extreme number of observations
make an assessment difficult. In addition, the values of the separation criterion will dependent
on the data characteristics, thus there is no straightforward way of combining criterion values
calculated for different data types to find an overall optimal solution. The approach did not yield
satisfactory behavior in neither simulations nor in real data.

An alternative approach is to use a prediction strength criterion (Tibshirani and Walther,
2005; Shen and others, 2013) based on cluster reproducibility. Shen and others (2013) evaluated
the predictive power for different K by randomly splitting the data into discovery and validation
sets and measuring the similarity between the prediction and validation clusterings. Analogous
to cross-validation, the approach assesses whether specific clusters can be reproduced in subsets
of the data. As the criterion measures differences on cluster level (e.g. the proportion of correct
predictions), the criterion values are less sensitive to the data distribution and are easier to
compare between different types of data. However, as the procedure chooses the number of clusters
to give good cluster reproducibility, the cluster separation is not necessarily taken into account. In
the high-dimensional setting, the predicted scores of the components with the largest eigenvalues
tend to be very stable (Hellton and Thoresen, 2014) regardless of sub-sampling. This results in a
perfect reproducibility for small K, making it difficult to select an optimal K.

Instead we utilize the result of Ding and He (2004); when optimizing the k-means objective
function for K clusters, the continuous solution is given by the K − 1 first principal components.
We will therefore recover the number of clusters by identifying the principal components where
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new clusters are present. Our approach is to check if a new cluster is separated out in each added
component, until we find the first component where only a single cluster is present:

1. For the ith component, check if there are more than one cluster present, by some procedure.

2. If so, proceed to the next component. If not, stop and set the number of clusters K to be
the current component number and the rank to be r = K − 1.

When using PCA to cluster gene expression, data clusters tend to be less well-separated
(Yeung and Ruzzo, 2001) and instead resemble a continuum. One approach that can handle
this situation is to evaluate the normality of the scores, as done in the G-means procedure by
Hamerly and Elkan (2003). Under the assumption of normally distributed noise, the component
scores will be normally distributed only if there is no cluster structure. The normality can be
assessed by normality tests, but we prefer evaluation of density and quantile-quantile (qq) plots.
If the distribution of the component scores deviates from normality, the component does not
represent noise and clusters should be present.

To ensure identifiability, the JIVE procedure imposes the restrictions that the joint and indi-
vidual matrices, WZ and VmZm, are orthogonal, and that the intersection of the row spaces of
V T
1 Z1 to VMZM is empty (Lock and others, 2013, Supplementary material), such that the rank

of WZ and the concatenated VmZm in the population model is given as

rank

 W1Z + V1Z1

...
WMZ + VMZM

 = r + r1 + · · ·+ rM , (2.1)

while the rank of the sub-matrices WmZ and VmZm will be

rank(WmZ + VmZm) = r + rm, m = 1, . . . ,M . (2.2)

We assume that k-means clustering is an appropriate method for recovering the true clusters,
such that a component representing noise cannot be larger than a component representing a
cluster. Then the rank in Equation (2.1), denoted E, can be found by the number of clusters in
the concatenated matrix, X. Similarly, the ranks in Equation (2.2), denoted Em, can be found
by the the number of clusters in the original data Xm. With an estimate of E and E1, . . . , EM ,
Equations (2.1) and (2.2) determine a system of equations, where r and r1, . . . , rm are given as

r =
E1 + · · ·+ EM − E

M − 1
, rm = Em − r, m = 1, . . . ,M . (2.3)

To find the numbers of clusters, K and K1, . . . ,KM , we use the following procedure:

1. Assess the number of relevant components E in X: check the normality of the ith component
score vector of X for increasing i, until the last non-normally distributed component is found
and set E to the component number.

2. Assess the number of relevant subspaces Em in Xm: For each m = 1, . . . ,M , check the
normality of the ith component score vector of Xm for increasing i up to E, until the last
non-normally distributed component is found, and set Em to the component number.

3. Based on E,E1, . . . , EM , calculate the ranks r, r1, . . . , rm by Equation (2.3) and set the
numbers of clusters to be K = r + 1 and Km = rm + 1 for m = 1, . . . ,M .
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3. Simulations

We compare JIC to the iCluster procedure in two different simulation settings; only joint clusters
and both joint and data type-specific clusters. In both settings, three different data types are
integrated, M = 3, and the number of clusters is first assumed known, then estimated by the
procedure described in Section 2.4.

3.1 Setting I: Joint cluster structure

First, we simulate 5 joint clusters present in all three data sets. For n = 150, the observations
j = 1, . . . , 30 belong to the first cluster, j = 31, . . . , 60 belong to the second cluster and so on,
giving 30 observations in each cluster. The joint latent variable, ZT

J , is an n× 4 matrix with the
indicator vectors as columns

ZT
J =


1 0 0 0
...

...
0 1 0 0
...

...

 .

Each row contains a single ’1’ indicating the assignment of the observation to the cluster corre-
sponding to the column number. The last cluster is, however, specified by only zeros. The set of
loading matrices W1,W2 and W3 are of the same dimension 200 × 4 (p1 = p2 = p3 = 200). We
generate the loadings according to a standard normal distribution and normalize the matrices,
such that WT

mWm = I for m = 1, 2, 3. The three data sets are generated by

X1 = cW1ZJ + ε1,

X2 = cW2ZJ + ε2,

X3 = cW3ZJ + ε3,

with standard normally distributed errors, εm ∼ N(0, I), and c = 80.
In the simulations, we first assume K = 5 known and compare the estimated cluster assign-

ments to the true clusters in terms of the precision. Secondly, we assume the number of clusters
unknown and estimate K by the procedure in Section 2.4. Table 1 shows the precision of JIC
compared to the iCluster procedure in the two simulation settings. In Setting I, we see that
iCluster and JIC perform equally well in finding the joint clusters due to the homogeneous noise
structure. In the case of an unknown number of clusters, the selection procedure correctly esti-
mates K to be 5 in 97% of the simulated cases, as seen in Table 1. The fact that there are no
individual clusters present in any of the three data sets is correctly estimated in 96%, 95% and
98% of the simulated data sets, respectively.

3.2 Setting II: Joint and individual clusters

In Setting II, two data type-specific clusters are added to each of the three data sets. The ob-
servations are randomly assigned to one of two clusters, such that the data type-specific latent
variables Z1, Z2 and Z3 are vectors with random ones and zeros. For the loading matrices V1, V2
and V3 of dimension 200×1, the loadings are randomly generated according to a standard normal
distribution and normalized, such that V T

mVm = 1 for m = 1, 2, 3.
To obtain an identifiable decomposition, each Zm is made orthogonal to the columns of ZJ .
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The three data sets are generated by the model

X1 = cW1ZJ + c1V1Z1 + ε1,

X2 = cW2ZJ + c2V2Z2 + ε2,

X3 = cW3ZJ + c3V3Z3 + ε3,

with standard normally distributed noise, εm ∼ N(0, I) and four different set-ups for the relative
signal strengths of the joint clusters, c, and the individual clusters, c1, c2, c3:

1. c = 80, c1 = c2 = c3 = 32

2. c = 80, c1 = c2 = 32, c3 = 16

3. c = 80, c1 = 32, c2 = c3 = 16

4. c = 80, c1 = c2 = c3 = 16

In the first set-up, all three of the data-specific clusters obscure the joint clusters and in the
second and third set-up, the first two and only the first data-specific clusters obscure the joint
clusters, respectively. In the fourth set-up, none of data-specific clusters obscure the joint clusters
as c1, c2, c3 are too small compared to c.

First, the correct numbers of clusters, K = 5 and K1 = K2 = K3 = 2, are assumed known
and the joint and individual clustering are compared to the true cluster memberships with the
precisions shown in Table 1. As the iCluster procedure only finds joint clusters, the precisions for
the individual clusters are not shown. It is seen that as more of the individual clusters obscure
the joint clusters, JIC shows increasingly better performance compared to iCluster. Furthermore,
JIC achieves a high precision for both the joint and individual clusters, regardless of their relative
signal strength. Then, in the case of unknown K and K1,K2,K3, it is seen from Table 1 that
the numbers of clusters are most often correctly estimated. Only in the fourth set-up, where
iCluster and JIC perform equally well, are the signal strength of the individual clusters too
small, compared to the joint clusters, to properly estimate the numbers of clusters.

4. Example: expression and miRNA data

To illustrate our clustering procedure, we use data from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA),
specifically gene expression and miRNA measured in breast cancer tissue (Cancer Genome Atlas
Network, 2012). We restrict our analysis to the 1000 genes with the largest variance and 193
miRNAs with no missing values for 500 samples available for both data types. The data matrices
are scaled using the Frobenius norm, Xm/‖Xm‖F . In addition, information on disease-specific
survival, estrogen receptor and HER2 status is available. The outline of our analysis is as follows:
First, the numbers of joint and individual clusters are chosen, and then the clusters are explored
with respect to survival time and estrogen receptor status.

We determine the numbers of joint, gene expression-specific and miRNA-specific clusters,
K,K1 and K2 by the procedure described in Section 2.4. Figure 1 displays density plots and
qq-plots for the first four component scores of the concatenated matrix X, while the density and
qq-plots from the fifth to the eighth component can be found in the Supplementary material.
As the component number increases, the component scores become closer to being normally
distributed. Based on the qq-plots, the first, second and third joint components are considered
not normally distributed, while the distribution of the fourth component scores and further do
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not deviate significantly from normality, such that E = 3. The density and qq-plots for the
first to the eighth component scores of the gene expression and miRNA alone are found in the
Supplementary material.

The choice of three joint components sets the upper limit for the number of relevant com-
ponents in individual data sets. The qq-plots of the first three component scores of the original
expression data suggest that the first, second and third component deviate significantly from
normality, while for the fourth component and upwards there seem to be no significant devia-
tions. For miRNA, only the first two components deviate from normality, while the third to the
eight component do not. We therefore determine the number of relevant components in the gene
expression and the miRNA data to be E1 = 3 and E2 = 2, respectively.

With the numbers of relevant components E = 3, E1 = 3 and E2 = 2, the number of clusters
are given by Equation (2.3) as

K = 3, K1 = 2, K2 = 1,

meaning three joint clusters, two expression-specific clusters and no miRNA-specific clusters.
Figure 2 displays the first and second joint component scores colored according to the three

joint clusters. The first component separates out the green cluster, while the second component
discriminates between the blue and red cluster. A negative or positive Estrogen Receptor (ER)
status for the patient is marked by filled and open circles, respectively, revealing that most ER-
negative samples coincide with the green cluster.

Figure 3 displays the first and second principal component scores of the original gene expres-
sion and miRNA data. In the upper panel of Figure 3, the observations are colored according
to the three joint clusters, showing that the joint clusters are reflected in both the original data
sources. While in the lower panel of Figure 3, the observations are colored according to the two
clusters specific to expression, demonstrating that the expression-specific clusters are independent
of miRNA.

We further compare the survival of the different joint and gene expression-specific clusters
independently through Kaplan-Meier estimates. However, due to the low number of events neither
the three joint groups nor the two gene expression-specific groups are significantly different. But
these observations suggest that there may be two independent mechanisms present, one jointly
for gene expression and miRNA, and one specific to gene expression.

5. Discussion

With Joint and Individual Clustering it is possible to decompose data into common and data
type-specific components giving rise to meaningful clusters. Our example with gene expression
and miRNA from breast cancer tissue shows that in addition to cancer subtypes found jointly in
different data types, there may exist independent groups only found in a single data type.

The selection of the number of clusters is a crucial step in the analysis and has proved
difficult due to the large number of cluster configurations and the combination of data types with
different characteristics. To be able to analyze clusters that are not well-separated, our approach
assumes the noise to be normally distributed. This assumption is reasonable for data such as gene
expression, miRNA and proteins, but not for methylation data or copy number variants. Future
work needs to also incorporate such types of data, for instance by changing the distributional
assumption for the noise.
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6. Supplementary Material

Supplementary material, containing R code and additional plots, is available online at
http://biostatistics.oxfordjournals.org.
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Fig. 1. Density plots and normal quantile-quantile plots for the four first joint component scores.

Fig. 2. The first and second joint component scores colored according to the three joint clusters. The
Estrogen Receptor (ER) status for the patient, either negative or positive, is marked as open or filled
circle, respectively.

Fig. 3. The first and second principal component of the original expression and miRNA data, colored
according to the three joint clusters in the upper panel and the two clusters specific to expression in the
lower panel.

Table 1. Mean precision of the estimated cluster assignments for 100 simulations when the num-
bers of clusters are known. The percentage of times the numbers of clusters are correctly estimated

(pct. of corr.) for 100 simulations. For all simulations, c = 80.

Setting I iCluster JIC - joint JIC - X1 JIC - X2 JIC - X3

True K 5 1 1 1
Precision (SD) 0.998 (0.004) 0.985 (0.01) – – –
Pct. of corr. K 97% 96% 95% 98%

Setting II iCluster JIC - joint JIC - X1 JIC - X2 JIC - X3

True K 5 2 2 2
c1=c2=c3=32 Precision (SD) 0.415 (0.077) 0.933 (0.097) 0.950 (0.112) 0.791 (0.165) 0.874 (0.168)

Pct. of corr. K 89% 90% 88% 88%

c1=c2=32, c3=16 Precision (SD) 0.619 (0.026) 0.944 (0.089) 0.993 (0.036) 0.805 (0.135) 1 (-)
Pct. of corr. K 94% 98% 88% 86%

c1=32, c2=c3=16 Precision (SD) 0.807 (0.049) 0.909 (0.101) 0.711 (0.070) 1 (-) 1 (-)
Pct. of corr. K 88% 87% 91% 89%

c1=c2=c3=16 Precision (SD) 1 (-) 1 (-) 1(-) 1 (-) 0.999 (0.003)
Pct. of corr. K 53% 49% 50% 49%
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